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5-17-2016 "7 Things To Know About The Nation's First Penis Transplant" the guy has sex with 
the same Muslim women as Beau did, grin. 
5-17-2016 "7 Things To Know About The Nation's First Penis Transplant" the guy has sex with 
the same Muslim women as Beau did, grin. 
5-17-2016 Write this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute Cafe with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-17-2016 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort Invention reading Animal Farm serendipity... in 
2016 iMac Supercomputers will get us 1,001 spin offs... Researchers have developed an artificial 
intelligence capable of recreating the physics experiment that won the 2001 Nobel Prize. The AI 
system was able to recreate the complex quantum experiment to create an extremely cold gas 
trapped in a laser beam. The AI to invent a Space Station for Cloud to Cloud Lightning to make 
liquid H on... a IP invention project here. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
the odds of being struck by lightning in your lifetime in the United States are 1 in 12,000. 
According to Mr. Highton, lightning strikes one to three people every year near Lake 
Maracaibo. There’s no surefire way to prepare. But perhaps that will change. This week, 
scientists are sending weather balloons above Lake Maracaibo as part of a continuing, separate 
project that will help them better predict when and where lightning will strike. "A Place Where 
Lightning Strikes Almost 300 Days a Year Trilobites" By JOANNA KLEIN They call it never 
ending inventions... They call it “the Never-Ending Storm of Catatumbo,” or “Maracaibo’s 
Lighthouse.” Its lightning is so familiar, people in the state of Zulia in Venezuela even put it on 
their flag. Less than half an hour after the first cloud forms, it starts to flash. It does this faster 
and faster — 200 flashes a minute is not uncommon. After that, the cloud becomes a giant bulb 
that lights up the night. 100's of NASA Space Station Combines here in the middle of 200 
lightning strikes a minute sort of like the Boeing Heavy lift helicopter combines over the 
Amazon harvesting nuts and figs but NASA would harvest 200 cans of liquid Hydrogen a 
minute on this Space Station Combine. 
5-17-2016 International Space Station (ISS) completed its 100,000th orbit of Earth early 
Monday morning (May 16), NASA officials 
5-17-2016 "7 Things To Know About The Nation's First Penis Transplant" the guy has sex with 
the same Muslim women as Beau did, grin. Pentagon Top Brass need to put their STD videos on 
Facebook, grin. 
5-17-2016 8,000 in the USA burned in gasoline fires! "Workers Evacuated From Alberta Oil 
Camps Due to Wildfire" New York Times - FORT MCMURRAY, Alberta - Some 8,000 
workers at oil camps north of the fire-ravaged Canadian city of Fort McMurray were ordered to 
evacuate late Monday as authorities continued the battle to bring wildfires under control. 

5-17-2016 "7 Things To Know About The Nation's First Penis Transplant" the guy has sex with 



the same Muslim women as Beau did, grin. 
5-17-2016 "7 Things To Know About The Nation's First Penis Transplant" the guy has sex with 
the same Muslim women as Beau did, grin. 

5-17-2016 No Bail for Canada mass murders! German bond yields rise as oil strikes seven-
month peak $$$ 777 Trillion! 
5-17-2016 Commercial Plane Maker Boeing Will Launch 'Starliner' Space Capsule in 2018 - 
Why dying stars may be a good place to look for alien life... When scientists at Boeing + NASA 
LEAK No Gas Stations On Earth will they get $777 Trillion from Canada + USA oil men! This 
money will give NASA a more powerful laser and a push pull of gravity not yet invented - NASA 
innovative Advanced Concepts program, including a proposal to blast tiny spacecraft to other 
star systems using powerful lasers. CERN's Large Hadron Collider is once again smashing 
protons, taking data... none no one is looking for the Gravity Engine particles though! Phys.Org 
Geneva-based CERN. 

5-17-2016 "7 Things To Know About The Nation's First Penis Transplant" the guy has sex with 
the same Muslim women as Beau did, grin. 
5-17-2016 "7 Things To Know About The Nation's First Penis Transplant" the guy has sex with 
the same Muslim women as Beau did, grin. 
5-17-2016 $777 Trillion in Oil Kickbacks @ New York Times - In New York City, during 
working hours, hopelessness is there for all to see. An estimated 58,000 people forage for help 
and survival by day, then retreat to shelters at night. 
5-17-2016 $777 Trillion in Oil Kickbacks @ New York Times - "Dying Infants and No Medicine: 
Inside Venezuela's Failing Hospitals" New York Times - At the University of the Andes Hospital 
in the mountain city of Mérida, there was not enough water to wash blood from the operating 
table. 

5-17-2016 "7 Things To Know About The Nation's First Penis Transplant" the guy has sex with 
the same Muslim women as Beau did, grin. 
5-17-2016 "7 Things To Know About The Nation's First Penis Transplant" the guy has sex with 
the same Muslim women as Beau did, grin. 

5-17-2016 Beau's Doctor too... Michael Jackson's doctor Conrad Murray says he was 
"saddened" by the news of Prince's death in April. The former physician, who was found guilty 
of involuntary manslaughter following Jackson's death, has also issued a warning to Prince's 
doctor to hire a Yale Law School Lawyer, grin. And get the Judge who took away 5 kids from 
Mary Kennedy and gave them to Robert Kennedy Jr, grin! This is why Clinton's are Lawyers 
and not Doctors! Tobacco fund money to help ease Oklahoma physician shortage - all the 
Doctors moved to UAE and Saudi Arabia. Hillary Clinton says it's “time people stopped 
listening to Lawyer propaganda.” 
5-17-2016 CIA MD's in the Robert Redford movie "Spy Game II" a Sony movie that was never 
made public. CIA, N.S.A.’s contribution to a high-profile rescue mission for CIA Tom Bishop in 
China... is the Pope on the CIA payroll? Robert Redford sent the Navy commandos to rescue 
Tom Bishop and his girlfriend. MD's are Doctors Without Borders! MD's have enemies, 
especially the CIA MD's in the Covert Polio Vaccine that had no Vaccine in the shot... these 
MD's will be shot when No gas Stations On Earth Era Exist but for now looks like the Hospital 
Bomb was revenge for the Polio shot by CIA MD's. Doctors With Enemies: Did Afghan Forces 
Target a Hospital? The U.S. government has ruled the bombing of a hospital in Kunduz, 
Afghanistan, an accident. But mounting evidence suggests that Afghans’ mistrust for Doctors 
Without Borders might have set the tragedy in motion. CIA MD's at Doctors Without Borders 
will put to death SWF's with MS given to them by bisexual men at CIA HQ, grin. 



5-17-2016 "Windward,” by Jan Peter Stern, on the sidewalk in front of 655 Third Avenue, 
between 41st and 42nd Streets in Manhattan. At his day job, David M. Durst oversaw 
construction of eight Manhattan skyscrapers over the course of three decades. Durst II and 
Trump II will oversee 800 Yale Medical School Skyscrapers over 155 Stories Tall... put Trumps 
Muslims in the shade of these, grin. 
5-17-2016 Trumps Women are Front Page New York Times News not Stage 4 "Women" Today! 

5-17-2016 Smallpox has inflicted untold suffering and death. So why are we keeping it around? 
By ERROL MORRIS Errol Morris will be taking your questions about his work on Tuesday at 
3 p.m. E.S.T. on Facebook. Leave your question and join the conversation. Errol Morris: 
‘Demon in the Freezer’ Errol Morris (@errolmorris) is a writer and filmmaker. His movie “The 
Fog of War: Eleven Lessons From the Life of Robert S. McNamara” won the Academy Award 
for best documentary feature in 2004. “Believing is Seeing: Observations on the Mysteries of 
Photography,” a book of his essays, and his latest book, “A Wilderness of Error: The Trials of 
Jeffrey MacDonald,” were both New York Times best sellers. Morris’s latest film is “The 
Unknown Known.” He lives with his wife and French bulldog in Cambridge. Here’s a link to the 
polio virus trial at Duke: click here.... http://www.cancer.duke.edu/btc Brain cancer 
breakthrough: Polio Virus killed tumor in SC woman. Why didn't Duke try smallpox? Why 
didn't Morris put this in the New York Times article? PVS-RIPO is a genetically engineered 
poliovirus that is being investigated as a new anti-cancer agent at the Preston Robert Tisch 
Brain Tumor Center at Duke. The idea of targeting cancer with viruses has been around for at 
least 100 years. However, valid strategies of using ‘oncolytic’ (cancer-fighting) viruses emerged 
only recently. This is mostly due to technological advances in genetic engineering of viruses. To 
work against cancers in patients, oncolytic viruses must target cancer cells for infection and they 
must kill them. At the same time, they must be safe. Accomplishing this is very difficult 
scientifically and only very few viruses are suitable as cancer-fighting agents in the clinic. We 
achieved this feat by genetic engineering to remove poliovirus’ inherent disease-causing ability 
(a piece of genetic code of a cold-causing rhinovirus was spliced into the poliovirus genome). 
PVS-RIPO naturally infects almost all cancer cells, because the receptor for poliovirus (which is 
used for cell entry) is abnormally present on most tumor cells. PVS-RIPO kills cancer cells, but 
not normal cells, because its ability to grow (and kill) depends on biochemical abnormalities 
only present in cancer cells. Safety testing in non-human primates and human patients has 
shown no nerve cell killing, no ability to cause poliomyelitis, and no ability of PVS-RIPO to 
change back to wild type poliovirus that can cause poliomyelitis. MRI of patient on Poliovirus 
trial How Does PVS-RIPO work? PVS-RIPO is infused directly into a patients’ tumor (e.g. in 
the brain). This assures that the maximal amount of virus is delivered directly to the tumor. 
Once inside the tumor, PVS-RIPO infects and kills tumor cells. Although this tumor cell killing 
alone may have tumor-fighting results, the likely key to therapy with PVS-RIPO is its ability to 
recruit the patients’ immune response against the cancer. There are many events following PVS-
RIPO infusion into the tumor that can contribute to such an outcome. The human immune 
system is trained to recognize virus infections and, thus, responds vigorously to the infected 
tumor. Unraveling why and how the immune system attacks tumors that were infused with PVS-
RIPO is a major research goal in the Gromeier Laboratory. Smallpox has inflicted untold 
suffering and death. So why are we keeping it around? By ERROL MORRIS I think this why 
has been answered here - now to get it published in the New York Times under corrections, grin. 
Smallpox caused a milder form of disease (also known as alastrim, cottonpox, milkpox, 
whitepox, and Cuban itch) which killed about 1 percent of its victims. 
Smallpox is believed to have emerged in human populations about 10,000 BC.[4] The earliest 
physical evidence of it is probably the pustular rash on the mummified body of Pharaoh Ramses 
V of Egypt.[9] The disease killed an estimated 400,000 Europeans annually during the closing 
years of the 18th century (including five reigning monarchs). 

5-17-2016 "7 Things To Know About The Nation's First Penis Transplant" the guy has sex with 
the same Muslim women as Beau did, grin. 
5-17-2016 "7 Things To Know About The Nation's First Penis Transplant" the guy has sex with 
the same Muslim women as Beau did, grin. 



-2016 "Pussy Riot" MD 
5-17-2016 MS virus in Bi-sexual men, a slow killer when given to women and now our 1984 II 
Dictators will let the White House MD put these women to death to ease their tortured end of 
life goings on... wow! 
5-17-2016 Lead Atoms... what causes miscarriages. 
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion 
Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click 
HERE!



Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control Invention and of course the 
"Gravity Engine" for the flying cars. 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed 
up nicely... 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html 

850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 27, 



http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html 

5-17-2016 Ideological split at Avengers HQ - Moslem assassin's or Jewish Aliens!! 

5-17-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! With many 
Wives!!!! Soul-Mates for trillions of years, ask Miss Universe for a Date at this café! 
5-17-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
Paris Cartoons of this sex... 
5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
Paris Cartoons of this sex... 
5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
Could beau had married a few MD women at Yale instead. Epidemic of Warrior Dad's selling 
War-Sex to their son's, Vietnam Baby Lift should be going on today but 60 Minutes @ CBS 
refused to cover this story in Afghanistan. 

5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 

5-16-2016 A TV pilot based on the Nancy Drew books was deemed 'too female' by CBS. A TV 
pilot based on the Dr Katrina book "Another Day In the Frontal Lobe" was deemed to inventive 
by CBS. Beau might have been saved by this CBS TV series too. As the least Dr. Katrina could 
have done Beau's brain surgery instead of a Military MD at Walter Reed. 
5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 



5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
PARIS (AP) — "Hospital Ship Beau" ... will not have spray painted black clouds of Diesel 
leaving the shipyard in Paris, grin. The largest cruise ship in the world as it set sail on its maiden 
voyage to the U.K. after 32 months in a French shipyard. The $1 billion Harmony of the Seas cut 
a gargantuan silhouette Sunday as it left the western port town of Saint-Nazaire. At 362 meters 
(1,187 feet) long, the 16-deck ship is bigger than the Eiffel Tower and holds the record for being 
the widest cruise ship ever built — boasting a 6,360-passenger capacity. The USS Jimmy Carter 
Hospital Submarine cost several Trillion dollars! 

5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 

5-16-2016 "Venezuela’s Failing Hospitals" By NICHOLAS CASEY New York Times front page 
picture of a brain tumor on the kids forehead and nothing about Beau's failed Walter Reed 
Military Hospitals... MD crisis has Nuked as they; all the MD's went to Saudi Arabia to work in 
the King's Hospital. By MUJIB MASHAL The determination of Abdul Basir to kill his 22-year-
old son is a sign of how Afghanistan’s violence has poisoned the closest of relationships. Biden 
killed Beau in Afghanistan and then at Walter Reed when he came home from Dad's War 
Orders! YES Biden ordered Beau to kill Moslems in Afghanistan, do your think Beau's + 
Biden's wives went along with this? Hell No! 

5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 

5-16-2016 Biden today in the NY Times sold 12 warplanes to Nigeria, not a moonshot to cure 
Brain Cancer iapps and MacBook Pro's but 12 F-35's. 
5-16-2016 Oil prices rise on Nigerian $$$ SINGAPORE/LONDON Oil prices jumped over 2 
percent today ...growing Nigerian oil output disruptions and after the market had ended almost 
two years of oversupply... AAA Michigan says gas prices statewide have risen by about 5 cents a 
gallon in the past week. 

5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 

5-16-2016 Facebook's chief executive Mark Zuckerberg to discuss allegations of political bias in 
the social network's Trending Topics! No Gas Stations On Earth!! 

5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 

5-16-2016 A staggering number of Americans have stopped using the Internet the to... 
"InventSomething!!" Internet users say Rx Recipes are privacy and security iPhone concerns 
have now stopped them from doing basic things online to save the life of Mary Kennedy and the 
19K SWF who will be murdered in 2106. Battlefield 1 is one of the most anticipated games to 
come out this year. Masterminded by Bill + Melinda Gates as they deleted the Cartoon + Game 
for 1,001 IP invention projects!! 'Secret Recipes' App ,for Rx Overnight Cure of Stage 4, TB, 
MS is a secret Bill + Melinda want to keep secret from Window 10 users, grin. Bill + Melinda 



have alienated - A staggering number of Americans have stopped using the Internet because 
Win 8.2 and Win 10 Greed... on par with UAE and Saudi Oil Men. Fuel in Win 10 cost is out of 
reach of a staggering number of PC users. Confiscate Win 10, Office and $777 Trillion from 
UAE and Saudi Oil Men, All of those things are impossible to do... Clinton can be indicted at 
any moment. Trump can leak No Gas Stations on Earth!! NASA Invests In Futuristic Plans 
Such As Hearing Jewish Aliens... 

5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 

5-16-2016 Protesters near Kabul, the capital, to demand that the government scrap its decision 
to reroute a 500-kilowatt transmission line of electricity imported from Turkmenistan. Trump 
can leak No Gas Stations on Earth and iPod Size GE electric generator fueled by H @ -254 
everyone in Kabul can plug in all their GE appliances and pay nothing to the Electric Company, 
grin. President Ashraf Ghani, got $186 million direct deposited in his bank account from the GE 
Transmission line company. 

5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 

5-16-2016 Mrs. Clinton pledged her support for coal miners, and said Bill Clinton‘s chief role 
would be “revitalizing the COAL economy.” By THOMAS KAPLAN No Gas Stations On Earth 
said Bill Clinton is a lie I will not tell about, grin. 
5-16-2016 
5-16-2016 
5-16-2016 

5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 
5-16-2016 Beau had sex with Muslim Women in Afghanistan, did Biden tell him too, Hell Yes! 

5-15-2016 Trumps Women are Front Page New York Times News not Stage 4 "Women" World 
Wide not Iran women not Jewish women but this cartoon in the New York Times... Iranians 
staged an international contest for cartoons depicting the Holocaust on Saturday but insisted the 
event was aimed at criticizing alleged Western double standards regarding free expression and 
not at denying the Nazi genocide. SWF's and MS women cartoons will aim to criticize our 1984 
II Dictators world wide. 40K dead women on the roof of the Pentagon and the MS women will 
be in this cartoon too. The Joint Chiefs of staff will be hosing down the Pentagon with Iran 
gasoline and making a comment... MS women generals will get a Medal of Honor. Stage 4 
Holocaust trials at the Pentagon Cartoon. 40K dead Stage 4 women in the USA in 2016 will get 
the last laugh on the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

5-15-2016 Trumps Women are Front Page New York Times News not Stage 4 "Women" Today. 
Legacy for the New York Times the last 8 years is mass murder and Holocaust worst than any of 
Obama's Wars! 
5-15-2016 "An Unexpected Legacy for Obama: 2 Full Terms at War" 
5-15-2016 "An Unexpected Legacy for Obama: 2 Full Terms at War" By MARK LANDLER 
New York times. President Obama, who ran as an antiwar candidate, has now been at war 



longer than any other American president. 
5-15-2016 Now write the Legacy for the War on Stage 4 for the last 8 years... 
5-15-2016 "An Unexpected Legacy for Obama: 2 Full Terms at War" 
5-15-2016 Rewrite this 007 Spy in 2007 as The Spy Who Worked on Stage 4 instead of Going to 
Iran! "The Spy Who Never Came Back" By BARRY MEIER Robert A. Levinson, an ex-F.B.I. 
agent, disappeared in Iran in 2007. 40,000 SWF's in the USA also disappeared from their kids 
and husbands in 2007 from stage 4 yet the New York Times and Barry Meier will not write this 
story, rewrite the orders from Pentagon HQ that sent a spy to Iran instead to stage 4 lab. 
5-15-2016 When Do You Give Up on Treating a Child With Cancer? When do you give up on a 
Rx Recipe Overnight Cure for Stage 4... When you are our 1984 II Dictators addicted to MIT's 
expensive state of the arts War Toys. 
5-15-2016 When Do You Give Up on Treating a Child With Cancer? By MELANIE 
THERNSTROM When you are our 1984 II Dictators addicted to MIT's expensive state of the 
arts War Toys. 
5-15-2016 Back when most people punched clocks at fixed hours, a date might have asked “Shall 
I pick you up at 6?” But in this 1984 II Society if you are a "Inventor" held POW she will tell 
you she just got in trouble for telling you some Orwellian Secret you read in her tone of voice or 
comment. Some 90% of women must know more than Greg about the goings on of our 1984 II 
society. Smartphones have altered expectations like Hell, iPhone 007 Dash Cam has altered 
expectations for everything from No Head On Collisions to saving the life of Mary Kennedy. 
Working from home or from cafes, Starbucks as there is no free wifi at home at any Home in 
Key West or most of the USA, you must pay Comcast or Verizon over $100 a month for wifi at 
home to work on a stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure. Legacy of Obama is 8 years without free wifi and 8 
years with a Comcast Cable remote. Least these guys don't take their spite out by sucker 
punching women at the gas station hold up. INVENTION IP invention projects DATING itself 
is a recent invention from Greg in Key West. Write a Hemingway Novel by midnight with 
several women. With a invention project in every chapter. Orwellian courtship of Yale MD 
professors who read this web page and want to get a Nobel in Medicine is a recent Invention too. 
This MD courtship will take place under 1984 II Dictators supervision. Yes they could let us 
brainstorm a cure at Los Alamos then stifle a overnight cure for Stage 4, as these guys are true 
mad men worst than the 12 Caesar's! They gave $777 Trillion to Mecca to build a Mosque that 
will hold 2 million for Sunday Sermon. There are a 100 Bin laden cranes there today. A woman 
who arranged to meet a man Greg at a bar know Greg has not had a drink since 1983 will still 
want to drink several glasses of wine herself, at least in Key West, grin. Courtship has always 
been dictated by changes in the market and with the New Universe of Time, near star will burn 
for 4 trillion years, 600 times the age of the current Universe we tend to belive more in Soul 
Mates living for at least 4 trillion years after we die. So if she is married to Kerry who called in 
Napalm Strikes on Villages in Vietnam or McCain who Napalmed Villages in Vietnam soul mate 
in Hell is a new reality. Marry up in the world socially is to marry someone who is not a 
murderer, grin. This kind of flirting with the Universe will get more intense when we invent a 
way to hear and see Jewish Aliens at each of the 52 Nearest Stars. 
5-15-2016 Trumps Women are Front Page New York Times News not Stage 4 "Women" Today! 
5-15-2016 "An Unexpected Legacy for Obama: 2 Full Terms at War" 
5-15-2016 "An Unexpected Legacy for Obama: 2 Full Terms at War" By MARK LANDLER 
New York times. President Obama, who ran as an antiwar candidate, has now been at war 
longer than any other American president. 
5-15-2016 Now write the Legacy for the War on Stage 4 for the last 8 years... 
5-15-2016 Mao Zedong unleashed mass murder far less than the Yale + Harvard gas engine car 
salesmen years after the invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. Baby killers from 
Vietnam sold Smog Holocaust II to the Chinese Elite. Mao Zedong unleashed nothing in this 
Class of Yale + Harvard gas engine car salesmen at Ford. 



5-15-2016 "Pesticide Exposure crunched at Los Alamos will Increase the brainstorming ideas on 
how to make invent a better pesticide" "Pesticide Exposure May Increase Risk of A.L.S. "By 
Nicholas Bakalar Exposure to pesticides may increase the risk for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, 
also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease, a new study has found. 

5-15-2016 Now write the Legacy for the War on Stage 4 for the last 8 years... 
5-15-2016 "An Unexpected Legacy for Obama: 2 Full Terms at War" 

5-15-2016 Air Force Maj. Gen. Sarah Zabel, the vice director of the Defense Information 
Systems Agency, gave a one-hour talk to a computer networking group on the security and 
communications needs of her 4.5 million-user communications system. She was worried about 
hackers, another whole new kind of adversary, in a world turned upside-down by tech. General 
Sarah was not worried about the 40K dead from Stage 4 in 2016. So the Pentagon guys can 
brainwash women to kill 40K other women in one year. This is what 8 years of a Black Man 
Obama has come to, his black legacy is mass murder. 

5-15-2016 Now write the Legacy for the War on Stage 4 for the last 8 years... 
5-15-2016 "An Unexpected Legacy for Obama: 2 Full Terms at War" 

5-15-2016 "San Carlos represents Cuba in Key West" Key West Citizen - Since 1985, when he 
was approached to help preserve the San Carlos Institute as a Cuban historical landmark, it has 
always been the goal of Miami attorney Rafael A. Peñalver, Jr. to return to Cuba... but Not a 
Cuba with Ford ElectricWindmillCastro Cars coming off the assembly line in Havana, grin. Key 
West is to small for a Ford assembly line but Cuba will get one for sure! And of course one Ford 
will be named Castro. Since 1985 Cuban's have been washing up on Key West beaches but none 
have gone to work at a Ford ElectricWindmillEscort plant. So who lost the most from the USA 
government mentality, 400 million Americans who do not drive a Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
today or Cuban's who don't have a Ford assembly line in Havana Today? Citizen's Voice “I 
agree that all crosswalks should be removed. I learned at a very young age that walking in front 
of a moving car, bus or truck is inherently dangerous, but that’s just... All Crosswalks for the 
grand kids will be laser guidance and Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts will not be able to turn 
right if a person is in the crosswalk, and a lot more crosswalk inventions we can only imagine! 
Stop lights will all be laser guidances no more red lights. 
5-15-2016 Iranians staged an international contest for cartoons depicting the Holocaust on 
Saturday but insisted the event was aimed at criticizing alleged Western double standards 
regarding free expression and not at denying the Nazi genocide. SWF's and MS women cartoons 
will aim to criticize our 1984 II Dictators world wide. 40K dead women on the roof of the 
Pentagon and the MS women will be in this cartoon too. The Joint Chiefs of staff will be hosing 
down the Pentagon with Iran gasoline and making a comment... MS women generals will get a 
Medal of Honor. 

5-15-2016 Now write the Legacy for the War on Stage 4 for the last 8 years... 
5-15-2016 "An Unexpected Legacy for Obama: 2 Full Terms at War" 
5-15-2016 Stage 4 Rx Recipe Overnight cure will spin off a Rx Recipe Overnight Cure for TB 
the UN is not thinking about at all... New guidelines from the World Health Organization 
(WHO) has created new hope for the roughly 480,000 people suffering from drug-resistant 
tuberculosis. Currently tuberculosis can involve a lengthy process to treat with many pills and 
injections lasting as long as two years. However, will side-effects and no guarantees off success, 
many people do not finish their course of treatment. As a result, cure rates are as low as 50 
percent according to the BBC. However, WHO’s new guidelines will help to cut this arduous 



process down to create shorter, more manageable treatment times. According to WHO, the new 
treatment times will take 9-12 months with a much cheaper price tag at $1000 per patient versus 
the current price of $2400. The new regime is currently recommended for patients diagnosed 
with uncomplicated MDR-TB which means they have the disease and is less resistant to the 
drugs. Stage 4 Rx Recipe Overnight cure will spin off a Rx Recipe Overnight Cure for TB the 
UN is not thinking about at all... 
5-15-2016 Write this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute Cafe with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 The 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity; getting 1,001 Liver Transplants done a day world 
wide! 
5-14-2016 The 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity; $1 Trillion invested in the Apple-Starbucks-
Pasteur Institute Store with a iMac Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 The 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity; Why Trump never a push to make Polygamy 
Marriage Legal in NYC? 
5-14-2016 The 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity; Trump ask her on a "Date" to get a Rx Recipe 
Brainstormed for candy and OJ with no calories... or murderous thoughts in his frontal lobes. 

5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! 

5-14-2016 Trumps Orwellian Monstrosity; NYC. “Free Hugs” in public places like Times 
Square; a 2013 profile in The New York Times as psychotic. Yesterday punching a 22-year-old 
Canadian tourist, a woman, in the face at 46th Street and Broadway in Times Square. In 2013 
“Then I got a cup of ice coffee and I threw it at her.” He was arrested and charged with assault. 
Police said he had been arrested 16 times, all attacks on SWF's in Times Square. “You will 
respect me when I knock you out.” In 2013, he told a woman before assaulting her, “I assault 
people when I’m mad.” The City Council has worked to rein in the tip-reliant performers of 
Times Square. I though the Key West City Council was the worst in the USA... grin. Well Time 
Square got rid of the trillions of cars and scooters, Duval in Key West has trillions of cars and 
scooters spray painting SWF tourists with black clouds of poison gas today. So maybe Key West 
City Council is worst than NYC considering Times Square has no traffic. Grin. 

5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! 

5-14-2016 The 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity has imposed sweeping controls on its to "Men" 
ensure that none are used in lethal injections of SWF's, Murder, given MS which is lethal, 
burned + burned to death in gas engine cars, sucker punched at gas station hold ups out of spite 
for our 1984 II Orwellian Giants! Three Killed After Amtrak Train Strikes Pickup Truck in 
California. The crash happened at a railroad crossing as the train was headed to Bakersfield 
from Oakland, Calif., an Amtrak spokeswoman said. - CBS yesterday on nightly news had a 700 
mph Amtrak Train ready for production on the news. 

5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! 



5-14-2016 The pharmaceutical giant Monstrosity Pfizer has imposed sweeping controls on its 
products to ensure that none are used in lethal injections... to women with MS infected by bi-
sexual men. 
5-14-2016 The 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity; $1 Trillion will eventually be invested in the 
Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute Store with a iMac Supercomputer at every café table... 

5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! 

5-14-2016 The 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity Apple; Unexpected news came from the world's 
most valuable company today as Apple confirmed it invested $1 billion in Didi Chuxing, the 
Beijing-based ride-hailing company that rivals Uber in China. Pasteur Institute Starbucks Style 
café with iMac Super Computers Bill + Melinda Gates have no Desire, Tim Cook has no Desire 
Lust for the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac Supercomputer at every café table... 
$1 Trillion will eventually be invented in the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute Store with a 
iMac Supercomputer at every café table... Genius Techs at 84K stores world wide will make 
over $100K plus tips from many who win a Noble or write a Novel with a invention in every 
chapter. So much for Queen Elizabeth's black + white café table in Paris! The plagues of 
London will read like Bill + Melinda Gates nukes for mosquitos, grin. I can hear Steve Jobs 
screaming You're Fired. 

5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! 

5-14-2016 The 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity; "The Cancer Almanac" By RYAN BRADLEY... 
Lumps in breasts are common, and caused by a variety of factors, including tumors. Most often, 
tumors begin in the lobules (the cells that produce milk) and the ducts connecting the lobules to 
the nipple. The tumors are usually benign, meaning that they will remain in situ (stably 
surrounded by the tissue in which they were first formed) and cause no harm. Some tumors 
continue to expand, though, invading neighboring tissue. These are malignant. Breast cells, like 
all cells, use receptors to convert chemical signals into actions within the cell. These receptors 
are now seen as defining features of breast cancer, and how they behave is a key factor in 
determining the most effective treatment. "The Cancer Almanac" By RYAN BRADLEY... now 
rewrite this Breast Cancer at a table at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... The 1984 II Orwellian Giant has imposed sweeping controls 
on "The Cancer Almanac" By RYAN BRADLEY... there is no Ultra Super Computer video in 
the NY Time video section to go along with the "The Cancer Almanac" By RYAN BRADLEY... 
out-of-date and illiterate "The Cancer Almanac" By RYAN BRADLEY... The 1984 II Orwellian 
Monstrosity; New York Times. 

5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! 

5-14-2016 The 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity; Miss Universe; Trump lets brainstorm a 
perpetual motion machine! Gravity Engine IP invention project from Greg + Wives in Key 
West. What? Why Trump never screamed to make Polygamy Marriage Legal in NYC... Rx 
Recipe... Trump; “You like your candy,” he told an overweight female executive who oversaw 
the construction of his headquarters in Midtown Manhattan. He could be lewd one moment and 



gentlemanly the next... but never the Inventor Trump as this was not part of our 1984 II Society 
to ask her on a brainstorming date; 24/7 to get a Rx Recipe for candy and OJ with no calories. 
Mr. Trump described himself as a champion of women, someone who took pride in hiring them 
and was in awe of their work ethic. 1,001 IP invention projects has never been in our Orwellian 
Society as a work ethic. “It was intimidating,” she said. “He was Donald Trump, obviously.” 
Intimidating is the 1984 II Orwellian Giant Mad Men at the Orwellian White House. "Crossing 
the Line: How Donald Trump Behaved With Women in Private with and without 1,001 IP 
invention projects to talk about... " By MICHAEL BARBARO and MEGAN TWOHEY New 
York Times. 

5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! 

5-14-2016 London “The cat killer is clever, operates in darkness in mostly residential 
neighborhoods away from surveillance video cameras,” said Mr. Jenkins, adding, “The aim is 
obviously to inflict maximum distress.” 
5-14-2016 Data released Friday by the Major Cities Chiefs Police Association, based on reports 
from more than 60 cities, showed notable increases in murders in about two dozen cities in the 
first three months of the year compared to last year and a 9 percent increase nationwide. But 
nearly 40 cities showed a decline or remained essentially flat. U.S. Homicide Rates Rise in Early 
2016 The rise in homicides in cities like Chicago and Dallas has been linked by the F.B.I. 
director to less aggressive policing stemming from a “viral video effect.” By ERIC LICHTBLAU 
and MONICA DAVEY 1984 II Orwellian Giant has imposed sweeping controls on its to "Men" 
ensure that none are used in lethal injections. What Monica at the NY Times killed in her story 
is 19K SWF's will be killed by drunk men in 2016... Joint Chiefs of Staff at the Pentagon are 
living it up with MIT war toys $$$ when they should have ordered iPhone 007 Dash Cams on all 
cars for 2016 with the MIT War Toys Trillions for 2016. The 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity; 
MIT War Toys, fleet of Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs! For a Nobel Peace Prize winner in our 1984 
II Orwellian Monstrosity; 

5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! 

5-14-2016 Key West Citizen - Castro giving Miami back to Americans! Give Castro some out of 
date 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, grin! No gravity engines will not fit in these. 
5-14-2016 Key West Citizen - Saturday, A contingent of Key West leaders met with the U.S. 
government’s top envoy in Cuba on Friday and discussed such pressing issues as the “wet-foot, 
dry-foot” policy. 
5-14-2016 Our 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity; Castro giving Miami back to Americans! Give 
Castro some out of date 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, grin! No gravity engines will not fit 
in these. 

5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! 

5-14-2016 Our 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity; Peshawar (Pakistan) Rawalpindi Pakistan 
What's the most polluted city in the world? Some might point to Beijing, the Chinese capital, 



and its now legendary smog problem. Others may point toward India, where Delhi's own air 
pollution problems are become similarly infamous. However, a new report from the World 
Health Organization suggests that these mega cities are actually only the tip of the iceberg — 
and the actual city with the world's worst pollution is probably in Iran that is not monitored, its 
just one black cloud of poison gas, grin. The 1984 II Orwellian Giant has imposed sweeping 
controls on its Ford ElectricWindmillEscort assembly lines world wide. And far as inventing the 
gravity engine it has been fire bombed. Queen Elizabeth has released 90 black + white pictures 
of herself when she was young. Our 1984 II Orwellian Monstrosity; Queen Elizabeth II. 

5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! 

5-14-2016 II Orwellian Giant; FDA No Rx Recipes on box required. “Bayer is aware of the 
FDA’s May 12, 2016 Drug Safety Communication in regard to the fluorouquinolone class of 
antibiotics. Cipro® (ciprofloxacin) and Avelox® (moxifloxacin) are both part of this important 
class of antibiotics, which has been used to treat a range of infections for many years. Bayer’s 
highest priority is patient safety, and we will carefully review the information that FDA posted 
today and will continue to work closely with the agency on this topic.” 1984 II FDA FDA 
announced that it is now requiring label changes for antibacterial drugs called fluoroquinolones, 
including an updated boxed warning No Rx Recipes will be required reading for the public to 
work on Rx Recipe IP invention projects at this time. 
5-14-2016 

5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur Institute with a iMac 
Supercomputer at every café table... 
5-14-2016 Now rewrite this "Web Page" at the Apple-Starbucks-Pasteur café! 

5-13-2016 Should NYC have a women MD as Mayor, Hell Yes!!! Should CBS "60 Minutes" 
have all MD-Journalists, Hell Yes! 
5-13-2016 Should NYC have a women MD as Mayor, Hell Yes!!! Should CBS "60 Minutes" 
have all MD-Journalists, Hell Yes! 
5-13-2016 Dr. Pope Redonda Miller Francis II MD role of Cardinal Inventor Godsend of 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine a year today all lost by Pope Francis and Yes God is watching, grin. 
5-13-2016 Dr. Pope Redonda Miller Francis II MD role is getting 1,001 Liver Transplants done 
a day world wide... this leaves Pope Francis in Hell watching a women Pope do 1,001 liver 
transplants a day world wide! By the time Sammy was a year old, he had developed the 
consequences of liver failure. His swollen abdomen and bloodshot eyes reminded me of the 
cirrhosis patients I cared for as an emergency room doctor. Unlike other organ donations, this 
can be done by removing a piece of a donor liver, which can then regenerate in the recipient. By 
Dara Kass, M.D. 
5-13-2016 Ford Assembly Line, Pakistan H-Bomb Assembly Lines; next is the Liver Transplant 
Assembly lines... with a new Woman Pope MD. Under study at the Vatican... ha! Under study! 
5-13-2016 Pope Francis told an international conference of nuns that he wants to create a 
commission to study the possibility of “reinstating” female deacons, a dramatic statement 
highlighting the historic role of women as God's best invention! Obama has a bill that would 
allow female World War II pilots known as WASPs to continue placing their ashes at Arlington 
National Cemetery... Breast Cancer War Dead Too! 



5-13-2016 Should NYC have a women MD as Mayor, Hell Yes!!! Should CBS "60 Mintues" 
have all MD-Journalists, Hell Yes! 
5-13-2016 Should NYC have a women MD as Mayor, Hell Yes!!! Should CBS "60 Mintues" 
have all MD-Journalists, Hell Yes! 

5-13-2016 "I'm proud to be a role model. ... But gender won't play into my day-to-day role," 
said Dr. Redonda Miller, first female president of Johns Hopkins Hospital - Miller came to 
Hopkins 28 years ago for medical school driving a Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and had a 
iPhone with 1,001 IP invention projects to work on. Teenage girls who consume large amounts 
of fruit may lower their future risk for breast cancer, a new study suggests. This is what Dr 
Miller gets as New York Times front page headlines after 28 years of 40K dead women every 
year from Breast Cancer! Cancer at the New York Times needs a MD women to write the front 
page Tomorrow or another 40K women will die from Breast Cancer in the next 12 months. 
"Guitars in the City" New York Times headlines... these guys at the New York Times have to 
have Syphilis in their frontal lobes, grin! On June 9 California will join four other states - 
Oregon, Washington, Vermont and Montana - in allowing physician-assisted suicide. Dr. Miller 
has watched 100's of women with MS die knowing they were infected by bi-sexual men. This has 
been going on for all of her 28 years at Hopkins now the White House MD will put these MS 
women to death, not make bi-sexual men front page on the New York Times. For 28 years Los 
Alamos has not been used to crunch Rx Recipes to cure MS or Stage 4. 

5-13-2016 Should NYC have a women MD as Mayor, Hell Yes!!! Should CBS "60 Mintues" 
have all MD-Journalists, Hell Yes! 
5-13-2016 Should NYC have a women MD as Mayor, Hell Yes!!! Should CBS "60 Mintues" 
have all MD-Journalists, Hell Yes! 

5-13-2016 Should NYC have a women MD as Mayor, Hell Yes!!! Dr. Miller needs to diagnosis 
NYC like Mayor Blasio never could... Mayor de Blasio’s Birthday Party Serves as Re-election 
Rally. To a room of actors, taxi drivers and public-relations experts, Mayor Bill de Blasio 
pitched for a second term, urging participants to stand with him. By ADAM NOSSITER New 
York Times "President François Hollande’s government survived a vote of no confidence, but 
with his re-election chances appearing slim, a goal has become resolving the deep ideological 
split in his party. Hell the split and spit on Allah by Charlie Hebdo. Cartoon will published 
tomorrow... 9/11 Freedom Tower was not made a Yale NYC Medical School and Paris Elite 
destroyed the 155 Story Yale Paris Medical School driving the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort into 
it... blowing it up! President François Hollande is a war criminal ready for the Laser Guillotine 
Era and a New French Revolution that will make No Gas Station on Earth the War that will in 
the War with Pakistan! Overnight Godsend Hollande gave Mecca in $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues. 
5-13-2016 Should NYC have a women MD as Mayor, Hell Yes!!! Should CBS "60 Mintues" 
have all MD-Journalists, Hell Yes! 
5-13-2016 Should NYC have a women MD as Mayor, Hell Yes!!! Should CBS "60 Mintues" 
have all MD-Journalists, Hell Yes! 

5-13-2016 ‘Radical Islam with Godsend of $777 Trillion’ Mr. Giuliani, is a scam artists from 
NYC, grin. Radical Islam was given $777 Trillion in BP OIl Revenues by the British + American 
elite 1984 II Dictators. First Draft "Rudolph Giuliani Praises Donald Trump’s Proposed 
Commission on ‘Radical Islam’ Mr. Giuliani, the former mayor of New York, said Wednesday 
evening that a commission on “radical Islam” was “a good step,” and did not rule out the 
possibility of leading it if Mr. Trump asked him to." By JOHN CORRALES NY Times. Who at 
1984 II HQ will lead No Gas Stations on Earth and confiscate $777 Trillion from Islam? 
"Pakistan Doesn’t Owe You a Free Mansion" Politicians, generals, journalists, poets — they’re 
all skimming off the Pakistani state because the Pentagon gave them $$$ 100's of Trillions of 


